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Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826). Letter to James Madison. Warner, et al., comp. 1917. The Library of the Worlds Best
Literature.Below the docket is a note by Nicholas P. Trist: Given to N. P. T. by James Madison, Montpellier May 22.
1827. / Mr Jefferson returned to me my letters to hi?m?James Madison to Thomas Jefferson, October 17, 1788. Partly in
Cipher. This excerpted portion of the letter shows an example of a cipher used by Madison andTo James Madison Paris,
Sep. 6, 1789. The Letters of Thomas Jefferson. DEAR SIR,. -- I sit down to write to you without knowing by what
occasion I shall sendI sit down to write to you without knowing by what occasion I shall send my letter. I do it because a
subject comes into my head which I would wish to develope aThe Papers of James Madison project was established in
1956 to collect and publish in a Madison appears to have destroyed many of his own letters and plantation records,
which he did not feel were of historical importance. Those that: The Republic of Letters: The Correspondence Between
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison (9780393036916): James Morton Smith: Books.The Constitution had been
written and signed by the time that Thomas Jefferson and James Madison engaged in a fascinating correspondence about
a bill ofJames Madison, The Writings of James Madison, comprising his Public Papers and his Private Correspondence,
including his numerous letters and documentsLetter to James Madison. George Washington. Mount Vernon. November
30, 1785. Full Document. My dear Sir: Receive my thanks for your obligingThe recipients copies of 10 letters from
Madison to Joseph by James Monroe, Judge Joness nephew and executor,To James Madison, with Enclosure. The
Letters of Thomas Jefferson. The only view on which I would have gone into it for awhile was to put our vessel on
herJames Madison, The Writings of James Madison, comprising his Public Papers and his Private Correspondence,
including his numerous letters and documentsDEAR SIR, -- By Mr. Fitzhugh, you will receive my letter of the first
instant. He is still here, and gives me an opportunity of again addressing you much soonerI have written a number of
letters to you since my return here, and shall add this by another casual opportunity just notified to me by Mr St. John.
Your favor ofA James Madison and Thomas Jefferson, ed. by James Morton Smith, The Republic of Letters: The
Correspondence Between Thomas Jefferson and JamesMrs. Madison tells me that Lumsden, your plaisterer lives about
10. or 15. miles from you & that an opportunity may perhaps be found of conveying him a letter.
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